This inspirational and practical fashion design course will immerse you in the world of the fashion designer and will help you understand how they undertake the fashion design process. We will introduce you to the principles of fashion design and fashion drawing and show you how to develop your ideas from extensive research, exploration and technology.

The course includes:
- Experimental fashion design
- Design research and exploration
- Refining design ideas for your chosen market
- Creating mood boards for colour selection
- Fabric awareness
- Basic fashion drawing techniques
- Digital t-shirt and fabric design
- Wearable art
- Sustainability in the fashion industry

**Level:** Beginners.
You should have an interest in the subject area and a desire to learn but no previous experience is required.

**Pre-requisite Subjects**
Nil

**Fees** - Students are expected to supply their own sewing kit in addition to school tools and equipment. Students need to purchase their own materials required for garment making (basic sample materials are supplied.)